ABSTRACTION

Everyone has many kinds of softskill and one of them is about art talent, which is could be an advantage when it comes with a development. This process of development, indirectly connected with creativity drill of someone which is one of the way to drill it by expressing. Because expression is a way to makes people have a faith on us that we could have that creativity. And thats why, a place to express our creativity becomes significant as a realization of expressing-treatment as the same way to encouraged the development of everyone's softskill.

This Music Gallery of Surabaya is an institution to accommodate the expression and an appreciation of Surabaya's people and Indonesian people in big scale to have a same chance to evolving their art talent in music. With theme of design, staccato, hopefully, this gallery could be an emphasis as an artistic building which is could be appreciated and become expression intitution of Surabaya's people.
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